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how to troubleshoot a dodge truck transmission it still runs - the transmission in a dodge truck has a few common and
known problems for most model years dodge trucks are considered dependable by some and are used extensively for
hauling and towing because of the abuse they take they suffer the same kinds of problems over the years before taking your
truck to a dealership or, what year model of dodge trucks had transmission problems - dodge trucks manufactured
between 1999 and 2003 are especially prone to transmission problems these trucks used the dodge 45rfe automatic
transmission which had significant reliability issues the dodge 45rfe transmission was used in dodge durango ram and
dakota pickup trucks with smaller v8 engines, three problems with the dodge 45rfe transmission that are - three
problems with the dodge 45rfe transmission that are easy to fix posted by regis on wednesday may 15th 2013 the 45rfe
transmission is a four speed automatic made by chrysler it is designed for rear wheel drive vehicles and is usually paired
with the smaller v8 engines, dodge truck 1 2 shift problem specialtytrans com - dodge truck 1 2 shift problem dodge
pickup trucks with the 46 47 48 series transmissions are known to have a problem with losing 2nd gear or a soft shift in 2nd
gear after 70 xxx to 100 xxx miles some describe it has shifting weird that they don t know exactly what s wrong but they
know it s not right, dodge ram transmission problems it still runs - the ram made its debut in 1981 ans was part of the
dodge division from its inception until 2009 when ram became its own unique truck division while the dodge ram was known
for nearly 30 years as a reliable capable truck owners have experienced some common problems including issues with the
truck s transmission, dodge ram 2500 problems and complaints 49 issues - our list of 49 known complaints reported by
owners can help you fix your dodge ram 2500 problem with your dodge ram 2500 our list of 49 known complaints reported
by owners can help you fix your dodge ram 2500 tap the to learn more about the most common dodge ram 2500 problems
engine stalling due to failed crankshaft and or camshaft sensor, 1999 dodge ram 5 9l transmission shift fix - this video is
about 99 dodge ram 1500 transmission not shifting repair this processed worked my truck is shifting smoothly again this will
work for 96 99 year model 46re and 48re transmission, the strongest dodge transmission ever built diesel power - sun
coast converters use their expertise fixing busted dodge 47re 48re to produce the om3ga kit and the strongest dodge
transmission ever built if a truck breaks an input shaft the repair, dodge transmission look up table auto truck repair noregon jpro truck fault code manuals peake bmw transmission parts rebuild automatic transmission manuals differential
rebuild manuals transfer case rebuild manuals manual transmission manuals online repair manual subscriptions
transmission parts kits torque converters transmission coolers transmission look up table
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